Four Day Weeks in the Ivy League

Links to spreadsheets showing the percentage of courses that meet on Friday are given below. Dartmouth stands out as a school that goes to class on Friday in the traditional way (over half the time using MWF classes). The rest of the schools range from half of this to much lower, perhaps comfortable with the notion that their students are all responsible students who don’t need classes on Friday to motivate them to study then. Whatever the truth in that, they set a poor example for schools that are not populated with the nation’s best students.

Brown_F12  34% courses have class on Friday
Columbia_F12 12% courses have class on Friday
Cornell_F12  36% courses have class on Friday
Dartmouth_F12  61% courses have class on Friday
Harvard_F12   12% courses have class on Friday
Princeton_F12  24% courses have class on Friday
University of Pennsylvania_S13  29% courses have class on Friday
Yale_F12   15% courses have class on Friday